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How fast time flies! It seems it was just yesterday that we sent
out the first issue of ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine, and it is already
September and we are on our fifth instalment.
This month, we take you to the mountains of Fara San Martino to
visit one of Abruzzo’s last true shepherds, who spends most
of the year tending his flock at a high altitude. We will tell you
about the most beautiful waterfalls in the region, the centuriesold tradition of a flag-waving dance in Forcella, the first capital
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of Italia, Corfinium, and treat you to a beautiful photo essay
about Sulmona.
Read on to find out who has won our competition. The winning
story about the small town of Castiglione Messer Raimondo
will surely warm your heart.
We have prepared a new contest for you with a great prize, so if
you have some beautiful photos of Abruzzo, head to page 5 to
see how you can enter.
In the previous issue, I mentioned that if you enjoy reading
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine you can give a small one-off or
monthly donation to help us continue our work. We have already
received a few donations, for which we are very grateful.
ABRUZZISSIMO is a free publication but it takes more than 100
hours to produce each month. If you want to support
us, please click here to donate.
I am curious to know what your connection to Abruzzo is and
why you love this region. Do you have a story you want to share
or an idea for a future article? Please email me at
editor@abruzzissimo.com.
Stay safe and enjoy the latest issue of ABRUZZISSIMO
Magazine!

A presto,
Anna Lebedeva
Editor
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WHAT'S ON

September this year is quieter than usual as
many traditional festivals are not going ahead,
but there are still some exciting things to do
and see in Abruzzo. All links are clickable.

MODERN ART IN A
GHOST VILLAGE

CELANO GORGES
REOPEN
One of the most beautiful canyons in
Italy, Gole di Celano, reopens after a 10year-long closure. Located between the
towns of Celano, Aielli and Ovindoli, with
an easy access from the motorway
Rome-Pescara, it is one of the most
spectacular places in Abruzzo. The
gorges’ walls are 200 metres high in
some places with very narrow passages
in between. The trail is well marked and
passes the ruins of the San Marco alle
Foci monastery, arriving to the plateau
above Ovindoli. The itinerary is open in
dry season, from late spring to midautumn. Click here to navigate to the
start of the trail.

GIN FROM ABRUZZO

BEACH FOR NUDISTS
AND NATURISTS
There are many quality beaches in Abruzzo,
but only one is for nudists and naturists. Lido
Le Morge in Torino di Sangro is a 200-metre
pebbly stretch of the seafront, which gets
very busy in August as it is one of very few
nudist beaches in Italy. The area is managed
by a local naturists association that
organises events for its small but active
community. They are always happy to
welcome new members; however, the beach
is free and open to anyone who wants to try
out soaking up the sun au naturel. The
bathing season officially finishes on October
12, so there is still plenty of time to go for a
dip, nude or in a swimsuit.
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In addition to quality wines, Abruzzo
now boasts an excellent small artisanal
distillery producing gin. Two young
entrepreneurs from L’Aquila, Riccardo
Marino and Tommaso Ciuffetelli Totani,
have opened 67/Cento (it is the postal
code of the city and the name of the
distillery) and make Botanical Gin and
Foragad Gin using aromatic herbs from
their own garden and mountain plants
from the Majella National Park. In the
coming weeks, the drinks will be
available in selected bars in L’Aquila.

The small village of
Buonanotte (CH) was
abandoned in the 1970s
due to continuous
landslides. This month,
from September 3, a group
of architects and the town hall are
launching an interesting project: Buonanotte
Contemporanea, an open-air modern art
exhibition. Three artists will take over the
abandoned spaces to create installations.
Picturesque ruins clinging to rocks, panoramic
views over the Lake Bomba and Sangro Valley
plus modern art – a spectacular combination
worth exploring on a day trip to this forgotten
medieval village. If you can’t be there in person,
check out the organisers’ Facebook page for
virtual visits.

WHAT'S ON

DID YOU KNOW?
RAPHAEL IN ABRUZZO

VISIT CASTELLO
DI BEFFI
The Castle of Beffi has seen better days.
Today only a small part and a tower
remain from what used to be a formidable
fortress in the 11-12th centuries. From the
top of the tower you can admire the
Sirente-Velino mountains, Aterno Valley
and, in autumn, listen to deer love songs
so often heard in this part of Abruzzo.
A small group of young locals runs guided
tours in the castle, during which you can
learn about the history of this fascinating
corner of the region. This month, they will
also open a small bar where you can have
an aperitivo and enjoy the views. Guided
tours in English can be organised on
request for small groups. Contact Serena
via the Castello di Beffi’s Facebook page.

CLICK HERE TO
DONATE
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If you enjoy reading the
magazine please consider
giving a small one-off or
monthly donation to help
us continue our work.
Every little bit helps!

Once upon a time, Abruzzo used to have
a masterpiece by the famous Italian High
Renaissance painter, Raphael. In 1517,
he was commissioned by a nobleman
from L'Aquila, Giovanni Branconio, to
paint the Visitation. According to art
historians, Raphael painted the scene
depicting the Virgin Mary and Saint
Elizabeth, which was finished by one
of his assistants. It was displayed in
the Branconio family chapel inside the
church of San Silvestro in the city of
L’Aquila for over 100 years. The painting
was taken by the Spanish occupation
troops of Philip IV in 1655. Different
versions of the event exist: some experts
say it was acquired by the Spanish Royal
Court; others insist it was plundered.
Today, it is displayed in the Prado
Museum in Madrid. Regional authorities
have asked Spain to loan the
masterpiece back to Abruzzo but, so far,
their requests have fallen on deaf ears.
Wouldn't it be great if the painting was
returned to Abruzzo?!!

ABRUZZO IN PHOTOS

WIN A COPY OF HISTORY
AND ART GUIDE TO ABRUZZO
We are delighted to announce a new
competition! To enter send us your
best photos of Abruzzo with a
caption explaining what the photo
shows and your name. Over the next
three months we will pick the best
ones to publish in the magazine and
on our Facebook page. The photo
that receives the highest number of
likes will win and its author will get
the beautiful latest edition of
Abruzzo History and Art Guide (in
English) by Carsa Edizioni.
Submit photos to
editor@abruzzissimo.com
(max. size 1MB)

Sulphur springs in Parco Lavino.
By Maria Cordisco

Deadline: November 15

Traditional threshing in Città Sant'Angelo.
By Andrey Knyazev
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Sise delle monache cakes from
Guardiagrele. By Anna Swann

Castello di Bominaco.
By Linda McConnell

HISTORY

CORFINIO: A SMALL TOWN
WITH A GREAT PAST
By Alessandro Antonucci
The small town of Corfinio sprawls in the middle of the Peligna Valley
surrounded by majestic mountains. Very few know that this is where
Corfinium, the first capital of Italy, once stood.

Corfinio with its San Pelino Cathedral. Photo by
gianni_centurione

In the year 1BCE, Corfinium — the city of the
Paeligni tribe — counted a population of 19,000
people. It was a very sophisticated metropolis
with well-planned streets, a hydraulic system
providing water for the houses, shops, temples,
thermal baths, a theatre and, very likely, an
amphitheatre.
The Paeligni worshipped Hercules and built a
big sanctuary in the city dedicated to the god,
which was active for over 400 years. Today,
two levels are still visible: the wells and the
sacred part. There is a shrine, as well as a
system of small basins with the water from
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The modern-day territory of Abruzzo and
Molise used to be home to many Italic tribes:
Picentini, Marrucini, Vestini, Paeligni,
Samnites, altogether 10-12 tribes, which
represented a great well-organised political
and military force. For a long time, they
provided Rome with brave soldiers and
formidable generals. Located in the centre
of the Italic lands, near the important road
that connected Rome and the Adriatic coast,
Corfinium made for a perfect location as the
capital of a newly formed union which
wanted to take on the Eternal City.

BIG CITY

HISTORY
the spring used for devotional rites. Many
votive offerings and artefacts found around
the sanctuary by archaeologists are
displayed in the archaeological museum in
Corfinio.
It is interesting that the Paeligni had
celebrations in honour of Hercules on August
13, and the town’s patron saints celebration
is still held on the same day. Some echoes
of the cult of Hercules were still in evidence
as recently as the 1960s, when locals went
to the sanctuary to put water in their ears
because it was believed to cure earaches.
In 91BCE, Corfinium became the capital of
the Italic Federation during the Social War
against Rome. Here, for the first time ever,
the name “Italia” was used on freshly minted
coins to demonstrate the thirst for
independence and political ambitions of the
peoples united under one strong identity.

WAR OF THE ALLIES
For centuries, Italic tribes were allies of
Rome but not citizens, which meant they had
to pay high contributions and send their
young as soldiers to fight the Empire’s wars.

In the first year, Italic people won every single
battle, but Rome managed to reorganise and
mobilise its forces and took the lead in the
war from the second year. Eventually, Roman
generals changed their tactics and started
promising citizenship to those tribes who put
down their weapons, which weakened the
opposition. The bloody devastating war

lasted three years, eventually fizzling out with
many Italic tribes being granted Roman
citizenship and the rights and privileges that
came with it.

DECLINE
After the Social War, the Paeligni people
became Roman citizens and Corfinium thrived.
However, in 5CE the city, in parallel with the
Roman Empire, started to decline and, eventually,
disappeared. Very little remains from its glory
today. Over the centuries, the impressive Roman
structures were re-utilised: the monumental
parts were dismantled to build houses, statues
were put through a grind to make lime, bronze
artefacts were melted. Stones from Corfinium
can be seen incorporated into buildings in the
towns around such as Vittorito, Raiano, and
Popoli.
In our Archaeological Park in Piano San
Giacomo, just outside Corfinio, you can admire
the remains of a city quarter: ancient mosaics
inside a dwelling with a garden and fountain,
streets, shops and a thermal system.
We know that under some parts of Corfinio,
foundations of Roman houses and
neighbourhoods still exist. Under the main
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Italic people, unhappy with their social
position, formed a federation, which was
tasked with bringing a request of citizenship
to Rome. However, the request was denied
and the federation’s representative, Marcus
Livius Drusus, was assassinated by Roman
political elite. In 91BCE, the angered Italic
tribes united and started a war against Rome
and its dominance in their lands.

The coin from Corfinium with "Italia" written on it

HISTORY

Ruins of Corfinium. Photo by Giumas/AdobeStock

square, Piazza Teatro, lies the Roman
theatre, fragments of which are visible in
some wine cellars in the houses around it.
There is a lot hidden underneath that can be
excavated and studied. The latest
archaeological digs under the San Pelino
Cathedral revealed ancient workshops and
the area (campus) where the troops of
Julius Caesar were stationed during the
siege of Corfinium.

MUSEUM

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Museo civico archeologico Antonio De Nino
Address: Piazza Corfinium.
Opening hours: on request.
The archaeological museum, the park and
the Sanctuary of Hercules can be visited on
request (tours in Italian only).
Contact Cooperativa La Mosca Bianca at
info@cooplamoscabianca.org or call 0039
338 1118944, 0039 3293474760.
Alessandro Antonucci is a guide in the Corfinio
Archaeological Park and a member of the
Cooperativa La Mosca Bianca, which manages
the musem and archaeological sites in
Corfinio.
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Today, Corfinio is home to a small
archaeological museum (Museo Civico
Antonio De Nino) which, together with the
Archaeological Park (Parco Archeologico
Don Nicola Colella), offers a glimpse into the
town’s glorious past. In the park some floor
mosaics are still visible as well as fragments
of the ancient Roman domus, city streets and
colonnades. The museum preserves
artefacts found in the area from the Italic
period to the Middle Ages. You can learn

about life in the ancient city, as well as the
traditions and beliefs of its people. The rare
coin with Italia written on it is on display
here.

TRADITION

DANCING TO KEEP
THE FAITH
By Anna Lebedeva

For many centuries, residents in the small village of Forcella, in the
Province of Teramo, have celebrated their devotion to the Virgin Mary
with a rhythmic flag-waving dance.

Forcella

Like many other religious celebrations in
Abruzzo, the flag-waving dance of Forcella
(il ballo dell’insegna) is a beautiful mix of the
sacred and profane, a devotional ritual
combined with elements of a military parade.

There has been very little research done on
the origins of the dance, but according to
some historians it might have started in 1599
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Every year, on September 23 and 24, the
village of 500 people celebrates a Mass, after
which a statue of the Virgin Mary is carried
to the central square. The priest hands the
white and yellow insignia flag with the image
of the Virgin Mary to the designated person
(alfiere). The flagbearer is flanked by two
assistants (valletti), one with a sword, the
other one with a stick, representing the
organised militia and peasant forces who
defended the ancient village from invasions.
Two drummers (suonatori) accompany the
procession with an energetic march beat.

On the piazza, everyone forms a circle and
the alfiere performs il ballo first. He jumps
and bends, waving the flag, turning it around
his body. The dance lasts 10-15 seconds and
then the flag is passed on to the next dancer.
The most skilled performers wave the flag in
such a way that the fabric never folds. “The
insignia is a symbol of purity, and as such
it can never touch the ground,” explains
Daniele Di Battista, the president of the
volunteer, grass-roots organisation ProLoco
Forcella. “Our flag wavers are very skilled,
and nobody has ever dropped it on the
ground. The insignia that we use today was
made in the 18th century. We restored it and
continue to use it every year.”

TRADITION
as part of the feast of Saint Anne. Others date it
back to the mid-17th century when the diocese of
Teramo was spared from the plague epidemic
which devastated the surrounding areas. “The
flag-waving dance might have existed in other
surrounding towns, but only Forcella has managed
to keep the tradition alive all these centuries,” says
Di Battista.
Locals start learning the moves when they are
little kids and, as they grow, each adds little turns
and twists that make everyone’s performance
unique. During the festive days every year, over
two days, up to 50 people dance with the flag.
“Anyone can participate in the ballo dell’insegna,
but it requires a lot of strength and agility, so the
majority of dancers are men,” explains Di Battista.
The dance is not a competition and there is no
prize, but it is a matter of prestige, with the best
performers getting respect from the villagers,
admiring looks from local kids and a pat on the
back from friends and family.
Unlike some other traditional celebrations across
Italy, il ballo dell’insegna is kept local, without any
pomp. Participants do not dress in historic
costumes, but many wear a white shirt and a tie
for the special occasion. However, the pride and
excitement that comes with it can certainly
outstrip any bigger, more famous event that
attracts international visitors and gets write-ups
in guidebooks and glossy travel magazines.
This year, in addition to their Sunday best, the
dancers will have to wear face masks and gloves

A dancer performing the ballo dell’insegna

It might make the dance moves trickier, but it
certainly won’t dampen the villagers’ spirits.
You can see a video of Forcella’s ballo
dell’insegna on YouTube here.
When: Every year on September 23 at 8pm,
September 24 at 1pm and 8pm.
Where: Piazza della Caldaia, Forcella (TE) (not
to be confused with the town of Forcella in the
Province of L’Aquila!).

Small is Beautiful!
Don't miss our unforgettable
small group tours to Italy

The Best of Umbria, with a Side
of Rome in May 2021
A Feast of Abruzzo in April 2022
www.travelitalythewriteway.com
Email: linda@travelthewriteway.com

TRADITION

THE LAST SHEPHERD
By Mauro Cironi

Domenico Di Falco is one of Abruzzo’s last shepherds. At 75, he lives most of the time
alone with his goats in a cave at an altitude of 1800 metres in Piano della Casa, near
the town of Fara San Martino in the province of Chieti.
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The mountains and solitude have carved deeper notches in his heart
than the marks from cold and frost bites on his skin.

TRADITION

Domenico is one of the last true shepherds in Europe and,
certainly, one of those who lives in the most difficult conditions
in isolation, a custodian of forgotten caves and trails.
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Every day in summer he makes goat cheese, which his son takes down to
Fara San Martino for Domenico’s wife to sell. Occasional visitors to the cave
in Piano della Casa leave €10 and take a cheese wheel if Domenico is not there.

TRADITION

Domenico often says, “This is the last summer in the mountains! I’ll finish after this one,”
but every year he returns to his cave to guard his goats and keep the pastoral tradition alive.

Mauro Cironi is a mountain guide and an amateur photographer
in love with the earth and nature. He is involved in the Life Coornata
project for the protection of the Apennine chamois and the Salviamo
l'Orso protecting the Marsican brown bear.
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This photo essay has been awarded a special jury mention in the
2020 Banff Mountain Photo Essay Competition.

PLACES

THE LITTLE COMMUNE
THAT COULD
By Teresa Mastrobuono
This is the winning story in our competition where we asked the
readers to tell us about their favourite places in Abruzzo.

Castiglione Messer Raimondo. Photo by
Nicola De Camillis Baiocchi

nods in the direction of the bells.

June, 2009. I want to buy a house in Italy.

"Il borgo! (The village!)."

The real estate agent takes me to
Castiglione Messer Raimondo.

The accelerated thumping of my heart fills
my ears. The town is.....a fairy tale!

curve. Whoopty stomach! He points. I

Parked along the belvedere, the scenic

glance up. There's the rotunda of an

overlook, I see the Italian life I've been

imposing sandstone building, glowing in

yearning for: Men in typical orange worker

the sunset, flanked by a palace-sized bell

overalls filling water bottles at the fountain.

tower: The magnificent church of San

Little girls, fathers breathlessly in tow, riding

Donato. Two-foot thick brass bells appear

around the slate surface on pink bicycles.

— in /out, in /out. Gracefully streaming

Several cats, slung low in the shadows of

sound down the road, filling the car with

cars' tires, eye us. Three men, one with a

resonance. My chest buzzes. My agent

tonsorial ring of graying hair, two with full
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We round sharp, vertiginous curve after

PLACES
white heads, lean against the belvedere
railing, staring out. Beyond, the Fino River
Valley stretches green and gold, extending
a wide embrace to peaks above it. I see the
calanchi —erosion furrows — with their
dramatically textured vertical ridges. The
panorama is simultaneously sensuous,
tranquilizing, soul-stretching. We approach
the house. My heart's pounding accelerates.
I want this town to be home! I ended up
buying the house — right next to that church
with its sonorous bells.
I've stayed there every summer except for
this pandemic year. I got to know the
ordinary secrets its tiny vicoli hold — a
chapel with a 14th century fresco of Santa
Lucia, accidentally uncovered during a
renovation; the town presepe with handmade figures; Bar La Lanterna, once a
frantoio. Its owner shows me where oxen
fed while farmers waited for olives to be
pressed. I walk the vicoli with townspeople
every August during the revered feast of San
Donato Martire.

San Donato Martire Church

As I write this, the town has zero new virus
cases. Every ill person has recovered. The
church, earthquake damaged, is restored. So

of the town. They wholly embody the

are the people. My neighbor Pasquale is out on

Abruzzese nature "gentile e forte." During

his daily bicycle ride; my friend and hairdresser,

the pandemic's peak, Castiglione was the

Manola is back in her shop, creating capolavori

hardest hit area of Abruzzo. Its mayor tested

with her clients' hair. Donatella's hearty,

positive for the virus. He kept working—

cheerful laugh again welcomes customers in

arranging masks for every household,

her ortofrutta. They look a bit more wane,

securing help for those devastated

weary. But they believed they could be back.

financially, having traditional large, hollow

They worked to come back. They are back.

Easter eggs delivered to every child for their
Pasqua celebration. He had the entire area

Teresa Mastrobuono has won a night's stay in

declared a zona rossa to contain the virus'

a romantic geodome in Pianella at Cerchio del

spread.

Desiderio.
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These people are the most striking aspect

PLACES

WALKING THROUGH
SULMONA
By Clare Lusher

Stroll along the streets of Sulmona, a historic city with a population
of 24,000 people. Through its churches, palaces and piazzas you can
trace the city's rich history.

A statue of the Roman poet Ovid, Sulmona’s most famous resident. Sulmona
was Ovid’s birthplace and has a statue and street named after him (Corso Ovidio).
Born into a wealthy family in Sulmona he became a renowned poet but was
eventually banished by Augustus to what is now modern-day Romania.
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A medieval aqueduct runs through the city
of Sulmona and borders Piazza Garibaldi.

PLACES

Complesso della Santissima Annunziata, completed in 1706 and declared
a national monument in 1902. The church was originally founded in 1320
by the brotherhood of the Compenitenti, it was destroyed by earthquakes
and rebuilt into its current Baroque façade.
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Detail of Fontana del Vecchio, a historic
drinking water fountain near Piazza Garibaldi

One of the spectacular hardwood original doors found fronting many
of the old houses in the city. These doors offer a perspective on a time
past, when entrances were grand and well cared for and the size and
condition of a door into a home might suggest the level of wealth the
family possessed. Each door would be hand-made by local craftsmen.

LIVING

FORGING A LIFE IN
ABRUZZO, ONE HOUSE
AT A TIME
By Linda Dini Jenkins

Steve and Lyn Attwell left their hometown of Manchester, in the northwest
of England, and moved to Connemara, Ireland at the age of 18. If that
sounds adventurous, just wait ‘til you read the rest of the story!
The very first time they came to Abruzzo,
Steve and Lyn Attwell bought a house. In
2005, they saw something online they really
liked and went to Loreto Aprutino to have a
look at it. They cancelled their other
appointments and bought that house. And
so began the first of several adventures on
Italian soil.
While the Attwells had lived in Ireland for
18 years, rehabbing a stone farmhouse and
later, the adjoining cow barn, they had only
been to Italy once before. “We had a holiday
in Puglia in 2004,” says Steve. “We were
thinking about buying a trullo, but couldn't
find anything either suitable or big enough
that wasn't already renovated. So we
started researching the next regions to the
north online.” And found Abruzzo.
Lyn and Steve Attwell

inquiries and two offers. They sold the
Once they found their house — with its

house within three months (quick for

faulty roof, no indoor plumbing, and a septic

Abruzzo) for €200,000 — a fair price,

tank that overflowed when more than two

considering all the work that went into it.

people stayed there — they came to Loreto

There was simply nothing in the area built

Aprutino on long working holidays every

to the same standard, and with the unique

year. But they didn't move in until 2016 to

ironwork features they include.

work full-time for two years on the
project. When they put the Loreto Aprutino

Nowadays they're resident in Abruzzo all

house on the market, they had three serious

year, apart from holidays and visits to family
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BUYING A RUIN

LIVING

Lyn and Steve's house before and after the renovation

and friends back in Ireland. As far as careers
go, they'd always had to travel for their
blacksmithing work, which was mostly large
projects made on site in the UK, France and
Spain. Oh, yes. Steve is also a blacksmith.
He was an apprentice back in Manchester and
has been working in the field — with his
“glamorous assistant, Lyn” – for more than 25
years now. While he used to take commissions
for private clients, all of his metal work now
goes into their restorations. He even has a
forge and a big mechanical hammer onsite at
the house they live in now.

DOING IT YOURSELF

“Necessity is the mother of invention,” Steve
adds, “You learn different things as you go,
and are always improving. And of course,
there’s the internet.” On a recent trip back to
Ireland, they even re-did part of a project,
applying the improved methods they’d since
learned to the converted cow shed that their
daughter lives in. And they’re planning an
addition, eventually.
Steve says the locals love that this nonItalian couple does all the work themselves
and don’t rely on outside help. In fact, there’s
a chap who comes around often to the
house where they live (and work) now in
Montebello Di Bertona — it was his wife’s
family’s house in the 1930s — to critique
their work and bring friends around to see
what they’re doing. The house was built
around 1900, and its claim to fame is that a
former owner flew a Communist flag out the
window and called it the “Zona Sovietica!”

EASY-GOING LIFESTYLE
There is so much to this work: tiling, plastering,
roofing, plumbing, framing, and much more.
How did they learn to do everything? “We had
a Reader’s Digest Do-It-Yourself Manual and a

The Montebello house was in better shape
than the Loreto house when they bought it.
They looked for price, as well as original
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Each restoration takes up to five years to
complete, and they do every bit of it. There
were rumors that they lived in a tent on the
property while they worked, but that turns out
to be a slight exaggeration. They actually live in
the houses as they renovate. “We’ve probably
slept in every room in the house while we’re
doing these projects,” laughs Lyn. “Renovating
is a bit like camping out at times, with the
added bonus of dust.”

lot of friends who we watched as we worked
alongside them in the UK,” says Lyn. “We
didn’t even know how to mix cement when
we started.”

LIVING

Steve's ironwork

features, like vaulted ceilings and arches, and
are building special interest from there with
their craftsmanship and ironwork.
Steve and Lyn enjoy the Abruzzese people and
the region’s easy-going lifestyle, including
growing their own food. “It's like Connemara
in the West of Ireland,” jokes Steve. “But with
sunshine.”

“Since moving to Montebello Di Bertona, it's
been almost instantaneous because it's a
much smaller community and we have

Steve worked as a metalworker in a factory in
the UK, but found it to be extremely boring after
a while, so he decided to branch out into
blacksmithing and design. He and Lyn made
a conscious plan to incorporate the metalwork
into the renovations to make the houses
unique and let Steve run riot with his
imagination. The work speaks for itself: his
staircases, bed frames, chairs, and gates are
nothing short of remarkable.
His advice for anyone planning a move to
Abruzzo? “Learn as much of the language as
you can. And don't be put off by people who
might have had negative experiences, because
everyone is different and no two experiences
are alike.” Spoken like a builder of more than
houses.
Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy
and blogs about travel at
www.travelitalythewriteway.com.
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When they first came on holiday, they had no
Italian whatsoever. They quickly learnt
construction terminology and built on that.
They still aren't fluent but know enough to be
self-sufficient. Adapting to the community was
a bit slow in the outskirts of Loreto Aprutino,
mostly because they had no neighbours and
were always working at the house. But they got
to know the builder's merchants quite well and,
gradually, a few other people.

neighbours,” says Steve. “Italians are very
sociable and interested in people.”

SPONSORED

RESTORING A NOBLE PALACE:
IT'S ALL IN THE DETAILS
By Bimbi Bellhouse
A group of friends bought a crumbling noble palace in Casoli to
convert into luxurious residences. ABRUZZISSIMO continues its series
of articles about their dream renovation, with all its ups and downs.
It took almost 20 years for Palazzo Ricci to
find its new owners. Now that the sales
contracts have finally been signed, we have
the keys to the noble pile and can savour
every special detail of the palace. The
renovation hasn’t started yet, but we go
there often to get to know the building
better, to admire the beauty that time and
decades of neglect have damaged, but not
destroyed. There are so many remarkable
features that make this palace special:
stained-glass windows, elegant banisters,
ancient pebble floors, and a grand double
staircase leading down into the garden.
Palazzo Ricci evolved organically over
500 years from a small, terraced cottage,
to become gradually larger and ever more
imposing. It shares many characteristics
with other noble palaces of the Chieti
province, having been built in the Neapolitan
Baroque (barocco napolitano) style, with

One of palazzo's stained-glass windows

is the entrance hall and atrium, and it was this

to visit the palace, I marvel at the elegant

aspect of the palazzo that impressed us the

façades with their dignified windows and

most when we first saw it. An atrium is an open-

the intricately carved stone decoration both

roofed entrance hall or central courtyard at the

around them and under the roof overhang.

heart of the house that used to be a feature of

No expense was spared in later years to

most ancient Roman noble houses. As you enter

elevate the building to a suitably noble

the palace, you step into the atrium that was

palace!

covered over in the early 20th century with a
beautiful stained-glass skylight in the Liberty

One of the palazzo’s most striking features

style (the Italian variant of Art Nouveau).
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other features added later. Every time I go

SPONSORED

Metal skylight frame which used
to have stained glass inserts

The intricate metal structure of the rooflight
is still intact, and we are planning to restore
the glass inserts in their original colours. A
striking lateral staircase, complete with
vaulting and original 18th-century delicate
iron banisters leads up to the residential
floors of the building. Liberty style was
especially admired by Gabriele D’Annunzio,
the famous Abruzzese poet and a frequent
visitor to Palazzo Ricci. We think that the
windows were put in place around the
time that the Ricci family were formally
elevated to the nobility in 1910.
Another area of the palace which we found
extraordinarily full of character was the
seminterrato or basement floor. The
ceilings are constructed in part of soaring

The family chapel
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skylight and matching arched stained-glass

SPONSORED
brick ‘cruciform’ vaulting and putrelle e

discovered an ancient olive press that will

tavelle, traditional shaped beams and tiles

be also restored, along with other ancient

dating back to the 1600s. The floor is in large

machinery, to provide an insight into the

part a ciottoli – pebbles laid in patterns within

life of the palazzo in years gone by. I was

wooden ‘sets.’ This ancient flooring is also

amused to hear from an elderly resident of

found outside in the garden in front of the

Casoli that he could remember Barone

cottage. We were so excited to see that all

Ricci riding his horse into the palace

these elements were in surprisingly good

stables, which were part of this area – well

order and can be restored.

before the Second World War.

Amongst the detritus of many centuries (this

Another characteristic part of the palazzo

area was used for agricultural purposes and

is the small family chapel on the top

as a cellar for the storage of wine, grain, olive

floor. There are no records as to when it

oil, tools and the like) we found some huge

was constructed, but we think is it was in

wooden barrels which we will refurbish. Sadly,

the 1800s, when the top floor of the main

a lot of the beautiful artefacts we found here

building was added. The chapel was

proved to be riddled with woodworm and too

painstakingly painted using costly

far gone to save. In one of the rooms we

techniques fashionable at that time. When
we entered the chapel for the first time, it

The library room

took our breath away: the prayer books
and candles were still there, intact.
Unfortunately, the stunning vaulted ceiling
had collapsed onto the altar. We will of
course be restoring the ‘pavilion’ vaulting
as well as recreating those exquisite paint
effects.
It will certainly be a long, meticulous
process to restore all these precious
special details, but they are the heart and
soul of Palazzo Ricci — and the part of the
project that I am most excited about, for
will bring to these luxury residences.
https://palazzoricci.club
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the uniqueness and authenticity that they

OUTDOORS

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
WATERFALLS IN ABRUZZO
By Stuart Haines
Take a few hours to discover some of the region’s beautiful waterfalls — from
gentle chutes hidden away in secret valleys to the highest falls in Italy!

Cascata Del Verde. Photo via Cascatadelverde.it

We are blessed with many. They provide
sights and sounds to enchant us and
moments of cool tranquility where the outside
world seems a long way off. It’s a delight

another corner of this grand region and to
feel at peace with murmuring, falling water
in a sun-dappled glade or on an open
mountainside.
There are waterfalls of all shapes and sizes in
every part of Abruzzo. Each has its particular
charms and mood, some are well-known and
others hardly ever visited, a few are easily
accessible, but most need some effort to
reach. And they vary considerably
in themselves, usually depending on the time
of year – a gentle shower in August may be
a roaring torrent in February.
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Abruzzo is a mountainous and fractured
land; rocks of varying hardness have been
cracked, contorted and thrust against each
other to form cliffs and chasms and leaving
resistant bands within softer layers. In the
winter, the high ground is covered deeply in
snow that runs off in the spring thaw whilst
the waves of summer heat are punctuated
by intense and drenching thunderstorms.
Mix these things together and you have
perfect waterfall country!

to spend a half day to explore one; to discover

OUTDOORS
CASCATA DI SAN GIOVANNI –
BOCCA DI VALLE (CH)
The Majella massif has our greatest
concentration of cascades, particularly along
the southeast margin. The steep
mountainside is incised by deep valleys that
channel rain and snowmelt swiftly to the
Adriatic. In places where the porous
limestone abuts bands of impermeable but
softer sandstone, magic happens! Water
comes to the surface; precipices are carved
out and a waterfall is born.
The most celebrated is the Cascata di San
Giovanni in the Vesola Valley, 3km upstream
from the road at Bocca di Valle, a part of the
comune of Guardiagrele. The river drops 35m
from a hard limestone lip, initially down a
slippery runnel, but then falls free before
splattering onto rocks and into the pool
below, filling the air with a fine cooling mist.
It’s a very pretty sight, immersed in the trees
that fill the tight valley through which you
climbed.

At the time of writing, the authorities are
concerned about a boulder at the top of the
falls, lest it fall. You may find that you are
advised to keep your distance from the
cascade itself. The circuit of path F2 is
unaffected.

Cascata di San Giovanni

CENTO FONTI –
CESACASTINA (TE)
This beautiful area of waterfalls lies on open
mountainside in the heart of the less-frequented
Monti della Laga, north of the Gran Sasso. It is
quite different from the other three, lying at the
tree line, with a wide and airy aspect in a site
that feels far from civilisation. It’s a wonderful
place that rewards the effort of getting to — a
fine day in the mountains!
As the name suggests (cento fonti means “one
hundred springs”). It is not a spectacular single
plunge, but rather a series of descending steps,
the highest perhaps 4m, spread out over 1km.
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The path is good, but steep in places, and you
will need walking boots or shoes. It takes
about an hour and a half from the road,
gradually ascending 600m in the process —
follow the well-waymarked path, F2. You can
reverse your steps to the road, but I
recommend completing the circuit of path
F2 which returns to Bocca di Valle through
marvelous beech forests and down the crest
of the hillside – a perfect 7km round trip! The
waterfall is well-known and, at times, quite
busy with visitors — avoiding summer
weekends and holidays is wise, if you can.

OUTDOORS
Each hop down by the river Acero is where a
fault in the sandstone has dropped the
downstream side. Between each step, the
waters shoot in sheets down the gently
dipping beds of rock, like a giant mountain
sluice. It’s a lovely spot and, with the wide
grassy banks of the river, a delightful contrast
to the enclosed, hidden feel of many of
Abruzzo’s cascades.
The top of the falls lies at a notable 1,750m,
but you walk up on excellent paths from the
high village of Cesacastina, with 600m to be
ascended gradually over 4.6km, mostly
through beautiful shady forest. Follow the
waymarked path 3001, the Sentiero Italia (SI),
out of the village. Allow an hour and threequarters to get to the Stazzo Cento Fonti and
wear walking boots or shoes. At the junction
of the SI and track 354, go right along 354 to

Cento Fonti

leave the forest and reach the river. Take the
map of the Monti della Laga if you can and
watch the weather — this is mountain country.
Return is by reversing the way there. If you
prefer a more varied round trip, though, I
recommend Walk 21 in my book Walking in
Abruzzo (Cicerone Press) which provides a full
description of various options. A word of
warning: don’t step onto the damp rocks in
and near the river, which are very slippery.
There have been accidents. Be sensible, stay
safe and enjoy this Abruzzo gem.

CASCATA DELLE CALLARELLE –
PETTORANO SUL GIZIO (AQ)
From the well-known and the remote to the
small and virtually unheard of. The Cascata
delle Callarelle is hidden away in a little
enclosed valley just outside the village of
Pettorano sul Gizio at the southern end of the
Sulmona Valley. Indeed, finding it is half the fun!
The spring that feeds the waterfall is not far
above, and the volume of water that swishes
smoothly down the 10m high slab of rock into
the small pool at its foot is never great, but
the charm of the place lies in its understated
delicacy and particular atmosphere. It’s a cool
and secret hideaway. Hardly anyone comes
here (you’re as likely to see a deer as another
person) and the sun rarely penetrates the short,
dark canyon that leads to the fall. The result is
an almost eerie sense of solitude and quiet
(although you haven’t had to walk far to get
there).

The final section descends quite steeply to the
little riverbed but, by taking care, you will be fine
with good walking shoes. Continue upstream
alongside the trickle of water for about 80m
until the fall reveals itself at the last moment.
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Access is along an ancient mule track that runs
into the lush valley. There are yellow paint
marks with cascata occasionally written upon
them to reassure you that you are headed the
right way.

OUTDOORS
I recommend walking from Bar Il Chiosco next to
the football pitch below the old centre of
Pettorano and between it and the S.S. 17 main
road. Head south from the bar to pass below the
railway arch and then fork left (sign to Callarelle)
to follow a small road which becomes a track past
vegetable gardens and into the valley. It’s 2.3km
to the waterfall and you climb about 200m. You
can, though, drive to a small parking space at the
end of the track, reducing the walk to a very
comfortable 800m — ideal for a quick visit.
There are dozens of similar small cascades
throughout the Abruzzo mountains, so the
Callarelle stands here as a fine example of these
characteristic features of our landscape.

CASCATE DEL VERDE – BORRELLO
(CH)
The Cascate del Verde, just outside the village of
Borrello on the southern slopes of the Sangro
Valley, are the highest in Italy with the streaming
torrent dropping over 200m in three distinct steps.
The Verde is not a big river, but its waters
tumbling down the large blocks of limestone are
impressive, falling repeatedly from ledge to pool in
descending the cliff face. The ledges and
microclimate have provided a foothold for small
trees and bushes, kept damp by the spray, thus
providing a delightful vista of the abraided white
river pouring down and swirling amongst the
brownish rocks all immersed in the lush green
woodland. It’s a pretty scene.

descending 170 steps which must be re-climbed
— but it’s worth it!
The area above the falls is where the main bar is.
A little further on is a belvedere with a panoramic
view over the Sangro Valley (but you can’t see
the falls, which are below you). This is about
1.1km from the carpark — an easy walk along
an unsealed road. On the way, you cross the
pretty Verde river, passing an area where a
crayfish reintroduction project is taking place.
Hopefully, by now you are inspired! Refresh your
spirits, cool your tired feet and discover still
more of beautiful Abruzzo — the land of tumbling
water!
Stuart Haines is based in the Sulmona Valley.
He is the author of Walking in Abruzzo and one
of the creators of the Anello della Valle Peligna
long-distance footpath. He also curates the
walkers' website Sulmona Valley Walks.
Photos by Stuart Haines.
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This is a great and easy place to visit. The falls are
famous but are unlikely to be crowded (except on
August weekends) and… there are facilities! It may
be the nearest thing to a developed tourist
destination in Southern Abruzzo. The area has
been protected in the Cascate del Verde Nature
Reserve. There is a car park, an education room,
picnic and kids’ play facilities and two bars
offering snacks and drinks. There is also a small
souvenir shop where you pay your €2 entry fee.
Site development has resulted in good paths and
steps leading to three main viewpoints. The best
views are from the second and third viewpoints
which are lower and closer – but lower means
steps. The third and closest platform involves

Cascata delle Callarelle

FOOD & WINE

BEST EATS

BRODETTO WARS
By Anna Swann
Once a humble dish of poor fishermen, the brodetto,
a thick rich fish soup, is served in some of the best
restaurants in Abruzzo. In the old days, the brodetto
was cooked with smaller discarded fish and scraps
that could not be sold. Purists insist that the true, oldstyle brodetto must have at least nine or ten types of
fish such as rockfish, tub gurnard, weever, dogfish, red
mullet, cuttlefish and some other, smaller kinds, which
can be cooked whole. Over the years, the traditional
recipe has been adjusted to meet the changing tastes
and, nowadays, prawns, clams, mussels and monkfish
are often added — but still never a fish with dark meat
(e.g. mackerel, sardines).

item on the menu, with prices varying from €25 to €40.
However, a portion is normally gargantuan, and you
might want to share it. The fish soup is always served
with slices of toasted bread to be dipped in the juices.

There is a long-standing rivalry between Pescara,
Giulianova, San Vito Chietino and Vasto, as each city
insists that its version of brodetto is the purest, most
authentic and superior to any other. The recipe varies
in each location. For instance, in Vasto, the onions are
added without being sautéed and the soup is cooked
in a terracotta dish called tijelle without being stirred,
while in Giulianova it is prepared in a large metal pot.
Which one is better? You have to try them all to decide.

Here you can taste il brodetto alla giuliese, cooked with
sautéed onions and garlic in a large aluminium pot. €25

The days when the brodetto was a dish of the poor are
long gone. In fact, today it is often the most expensive

WHERE TO FIND THE BEST ABRUZZESESTYLE BRODETTO
The prices below are per single portion.
OSTERIA LA STRACCIAVOCC
Via Trieste, 159, Giulianova

RISTORANTE IL PALMIZIO
Viale G. Marcone, 160, Alba Adriatica
This family-run restaurant prides itself on using an old
traditional recipe for its brodetto made with at least 10
types of fresh seasonal fish and seafood daily. They
also use a typical Abruzzese tomato variety, pera
abruzzese, for the soup, which adds a lovely sweet note.
€28
TRATTORIA DA FERRI
Via Osca, 82, Vasto
A simplified version of Il brodetto alla vastese with fewer
fish types, but still tasty. They also offer a plate of pasta
that you can eat with the remaining juices from the
soup. It is a very busy restaurant, so booking is
essential. €35

Excellent il brodetto alla vastese made with tomatoes
and olive oil from the restaurant’s farm. €29
TRATTORIA LA KANTINA
Via Feltrino, 8, San Vito Chietino
A small family-run restaurant that fills up quickly on
weekends. The brodetto is cooked in tijelle with 4-5
types of fish, clams, mussels and prawns. €30
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RISTORANTE LO SCUDO
Corso G. Garibaldi, 39, Vasto

WINE

EAT YOUR HEART OUT, CHAMPAGNE
By Anna Swann
France has champagne, Italy has metodo classico.
The Italian-style bubbly is made exactly the same
way as its pricey French cousins — using the
champenoise method — but because European
Union regulations prohibit producers outside the
Champagne region in France from using the term,
Italian winemakers came up with the name
“metodo classico”, or classic method.
After the first fermentation in tanks, wine is
bottled with added yeast and sugar for a second
fermentation, during which time yeast reacts
with sugar creating alcohol and bubbles of carbon
dioxide. The bottles with now-sparkling wine are
rotated daily with the neck tilted down, so the
yeast cells (called “lees”) gather near the seal.
The rotation continues for about eight weeks
and many producers prefer doing it manually
(which, obviously, will be reflected on the price
tag!). To remove the lees, the bottle neck is frozen,
so when the seal is opened, the small blob of ice
with sediment is pushed out by the accumulated
pressure. Then a dose of sugar and wine or a
sweet wine variety is added and the bottle is
corked. This step, called dosage, determines the
sweetness of the final product, which can vary
from Extra Brut (extra dry) to Doux (very sweet).
On some bottles of Italian bubbly you will see the
term “Pas Dosé” or “Dosaggio Zero”— which
means zero dosage, no sugar was added and the
wine is naturally dry.

SPUMANTE BRUT CARMINE FESTA
MILLESIMATO (EREDY LEGOZIANO)
A blend of Pecorino and Trebbiano
grapes. Vintages vary but the
minimum bottle fermentation time is
48 months (also available at 60, 72
and 84 months). Delicate creamy
bubbles with lovely pear and bread
crust nuances. Price from €20.
Buy directly from the winery

DOSAGGIO ZERO, METODO
CLASSICO (TENUTA ULISSE)
100% Pecorino grapes. 18 months
in bottle. Zesty lemony notes with
bright acidity and a dry finish. Drink
as an aperitivo or with raw fish and
seafood dishes. Price €21.
Buy from the winery or on
Abruzzowine.it.

D’EUS ROSÉ SPUMANTE BRUT
(CHIUSA GRANDE)
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Pecorino
and Chardonnay. A pretty blushcoloured bubbly with elegant fruity
notes, a hint of cherry and a
delicate fizz. Price €19.
Buy from Chiusagrande.com.
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In Abruzzo, metodo classico has become very
popular among producers, with some of them
giving bigger, better-known winemakers elsewhere
a good run for their money. What I like about
metodo classico wines from Abruzzo is that many
of them are made from native grape varieties
rather than the conventional Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir used in the north of Italy and in France.
As it turns out, our indigenous grapes such as
Pecorino, Cococciola, Montonico and Passerina
make superb bottle-fermented sparklers that have
been winning awards and the hearts of wine lovers
from across the globe in the last few years.

These are my top picks for those who
want to try the Abruzzese bubbly:

RECIPES

CROSTATA PIE WITH RICOTTA
AND GRAPE JAM
By Emanuela Trotta
For us Italians, crostata pie means home comfort. It
is one of the most popular desserts on Italian tables,
because it can be made with simple ingredients that
everyone has in their pantry. Abruzzo has many
traditional versions of crostata with custard, jam or
ricotta cheese.
I personally have always loved it, because inside a
simple crunchy buttery shell there is a soft delicious
filling.
Crostata with ricotta is often called pizza di ricotta in
dialect in some areas of Abruzzo because, just like
pizza, it is traditionally round. I like making
rectangular crostata but feel free to use a round pie
tin if that is what you prefer. This pie is typical for
Easter holiday menus and other special occasions.
Simple ricotta filling can be enriched with chocolate
chips, sour cherries in syrup or jam.

In my recipe, I combine sheep ricotta cheese from our
mountains with Montepulciano grape jam as a tribute
to the harvest that our local wine growers are about
to begin. A handful of chopped walnuts in the pastry
gives it an extra crunch and flavour.

INGREDIENTS
For the shortcrust pastry:

For the filling:
250 g sheep ricotta cheese, 4 tablespoons icing
sugar, 1/2 lemon zest, 1 egg, 5 tablespoons
Montepulciano grape jam.
In addition:
icing sugar and walnut kernels to decorate

Start by mixing all the ingredients for the shortcrust
pastry to make a homogeneous dough. Leave it to rest
in the fridge for 30 minutes. In the meantime, work the
ricotta cheese with sugar, lemon and egg to get a
smooth cream.
Roll out 2/3 of your pastry in a 5mm thick rectangular
shape. Grease a pie tin with butter, dust it with flour and
line it with the pastry. Spread the ricotta onto the pastry
then top with jam.
Roll out the remaining pastry on a lightly floured surface
to 5mm thick. Cut the dough into wide strips. To lattice
the pastry, place a pastry strip horizontally on top of the
pie, then lay a strip vertically, repeating to create the
traditional woven crostata pie pattern.
Bake in the oven at 180° for about 25 minutes, remove
from the tray and let the pie cool before sprinkling with
icing sugar.
Emanuela Trotta is an Abruzzo-based food writer and
food stylist who works with various Italian magazines.
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240 g white flour, 25 g finely chopped walnuts, 90 g
butter, 90 g sugar, 1 egg, 1/2 teaspoon baking
powder

PREPARATION

Photo by Julian Civiero

RECIPES

FIGS IN SYRUP
By Connie De Vincentis
In the previous issue of ABRUZZISSIMO
Magazine I shared an old family recipe for
savoury green figs in oil, which can
accompany roasts and stews. Since then
figs have ripened and there are plenty of
them around in Tocco Da Casauria where I
live.
In my family, figs in syrup are called “fake
figs in oil” because the sweet sugary liquid
looks like olive oil. Pick smaller figs for this
recipe, so they sit snugly in jars.

INGREDIENTS
1 kg figs
500 g sugar
1 l water
Juice of 3 lemons
200 ml dark rum (optional)

PREPARATION
If possible, pick the figs yourself, taking care
not to break the skin. The best time of year to
pick figs for this recipe is August and
September, making sure that the figs you
choose are firm.
Infuse figs in the water-sugar-lemon mixture
for 24 hours. After 24 hours, boil them for one
hour and leave in the infusion for another 24
hours. Then boil again for one hour. At the
end, you can add the rum for an extra, boozy
flavour.
While still hot place the figs in sterilized hot
jars, filling the gaps with the liquid they have
been cooked and infused in and ensuring that
the figs are covered. Close the jars tightly.
Connie De Vincentis runs a home restaurant
and cooking school in Tocco da Casauria.
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